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Introduction

Laurie Ouellette and Susan Murray

In May 2007, the Dutch public television network BNN announced that it 
would soon air The Big Donor Show, a reality program in which a 37-year-
old woman who is dying from a brain tumor agrees to donate her kidney 
to one of three contestants. She will choose the recipient by watching in-
terviews with the contestants’ families and by considering the opinions 
of the audience, which votes on its choice by SMS (short message ser-
vice) text message. The declaration triggered a contentious debate about 
the current state of TV, in which critics across the globe pondered the 
(to some) outrageous premise of The Big Donor Show and members of 
the Dutch Parliament considered banning its broadcast altogether. When 
the program did appear on television, its creators at the production com-
pany Endemol upped the ante on the controversy by eventually revealing 
that the woman who was “playing” the terminally ill donor was really an 
actress and the contestants vying for a new kidney were in on the hoax. 
When the revelation generated even more accusations of ratings-driven 
sensationalism, Endemol claimed that the goal of the faux reality TV pro-
gram was to cast a critical eye on the legal issues and patient “reality” sur-
rounding organ transplants.
 The prospect of reality television claiming to provide gripping “real 
life” entertainment as well as public service in the form of an elaborate 
ruse points to some of the overlapping institutional, technological, ethical, 
and cultural developments addressed by this updated version of Reality 
TV: Remaking Television Culture. When our original collection of essays 
was published in 2004, reality TV was just beginning to take form, and 
few scholars had evaluated what some saw as a passing fad in media cul-
ture. The situation has changed, in part because few would now contest 
reality TV’s reach and longevity. Across the globe, popular reality TV has 
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become more pervasive and diversified, and popular nonscripted formats 
have become increasingly specialized and stylistically sophisticated. The 
Big Donor speaks to this shift, not only by narrowing and refining the ge-
neric premise of the gamedoc but also by self-consciously manipulating 
reality TV’s (by now) established cultural conventions and further col-
lapsing television’s historic roles as a technology of truth, fiction, public 
service, and corporate gain. The Big Donor Show’s unapologetic play with 
“reality” also evokes other TV programs that have pretended to be un-
scripted, including The Joe Schmo Show (FX), The Assistant (MTV), and 
My Big Fat Obnoxious Fiancé (FOX). While these programs tested real-
ity TV’s programmatic rules and conventions for a range of dramatic, 
humorous, commercial, ideological, and ethical purposes, their overall 
emergence as a metanarrative about reality TV indicates the genre’s matu-
ration as a distinct, and widely recognized, cultural form.
 Reality TV, as we predicted, has also remained on the cusp of develop-
ments in media convergence, interactivity, user-generated content, and 
greater viewer involvement in television. Since 2000, when Big Brother 
pioneered the use of wireless participation and 24/7 web streams, the 
Internet and mobile phones have become much more integral to the 
marketing, promotion, “mass customization,” and delivery of all broad-
cast and cable television. From Queer Eye to The Apprentice, reality TV 
continues to serve as the principal testing ground for emerging conver-
gence strategies such as podcasting, user-generated content, webisodes, 
and interactive computer games. As a number of essays in this edition 
demonstrate, however, the cultural and political possibilities of conver-
gence have taken shape within a broader climate of corporate synergy, 
consumer profiling, and integrated advertising. TV viewers of The Big 
Donor who wished to vote for the most deserving kidney recipient were 
caught within this commercial matrix, as sophisticated marketing tech-
niques converged with interactivity and “public service,” and voters were 
required to pay a fee to participate in the game via their cell phones. The 
Big Donor’s gesture toward a form of “do goodism” points to another new 
development in reality TV: From American Idol’s foray into charitable 
activities to programs like Extreme Makeover Home Edition and Oprah 
Winfrey’s Oprah’s Big Give that provide privatized social services to the 
needy, the TV industry has found that there is money to be made by tak-
ing on the duties of the philanthropist, the social worker, the benefactor, 
and the “guardian angel.” While such programming is often totted out to 
redeem reality TV’s cultural reputation, experiments like The Big Donor 
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have also emerged within the context of privatization and market liberal-
ization examined in this book.
 As reality TV has proliferated and evolved, critical scholarship has fol-
lowed suit. When we began assembling the original essays for this book, 
the few existing studies of reality TV were narrowly rooted in the docu-
mentary film tradition. Today, scholars in media studies, film studies, 
TV studies, and communication are engaging with reality TV, often tak-
ing our volume as a starting point for critical research and analysis. This 
volume supplements the foundational essays featured in the 2004 edition 
with some of the best of the current scholarship on reality TV, specifically 
commissioned for this collection. These new essays address recent generic 
developments and configurations, update industrial happenings and re-
sponses to reality TV, work through current social and political issues 
that surround the genre, and explore the consequences of technological 
convergence and interactivity. In conjunction with the foundational es-
says, these new works reveal the extent to which reality TV has altered 
not only the business and culture of television but also the direction of 
television studies.

Situating Reality Television

What is reality TV? The classification of generic labels is always contex-
tual and historical, as several essays in this volume demonstrate. While 
there are certain characteristics (such as minimal writing and the use 
of nonactors) that cut across many reality programs, we are ultimately 
more concerned with the cultural and “branding” discourses that have 
coalesced to differentiate a particular stage in television culture. We de-
fine “reality television” as an unabashedly commercial genre united less by 
aesthetic rules or certainties than by the fusion of popular entertainment 
with a self-conscious claim to the discourse of the real. This coupling, we 
contend, is what has made reality TV an important generic forum for a 
range of institutional and cultural developments that include the merger 
of marketing and “real life” entertainment, the convergence of new tech-
nologies with programs and their promotion, and an acknowledgement of 
the manufactured artifice that coexists with truth claims.
 We have seen the rapid proliferation of television programming that 
promises to provide nonscripted access to “real” people in ordinary and 
extraordinary situations. This access to the real is presented in the name 
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of dramatic uncertainty, voyeurism, and popular pleasure, and it is for 
this reason that reality TV is unlike news, documentaries, and other sanc-
tioned information formats whose truth claims are explicitly tied to the 
residual goals and understandings of the classic public service tradition. 
Although the current wave of reality TV circulates ideologies, myths, and 
templates for living that might be called “educational” in nature, it es-
chews the twin expectations of unpopularity and unprofitability that have 
historically differentiated “serious” factual formats and popular entertain-
ment. If the reality programming that we examine here celebrates the real 
as a selling point, it also distances itself from the deliberation of veracity 
and the ethical concerns over human subjects that characterize documen-
tary programming in its idealized modernist form. For even those pro-
grams that claim to improve the lives of their participants, such as Ex-
treme Makeover Home Edition, do not carefully consider the ethics and 
responsibility that come with the representation of “real” people and, as a 
result, are commonly charged with exploitation of their subjects.
 While the convergence of commercialism, popularity, and nonscripted 
television has clearly accelerated, much of what we call popular reality TV 
can be traced to existing formats and prior moments in U.S. television 
history. The quiz formats of the late-1950s represent an early incarnation 
of highly profitable TV programming that hinged on the popular appeal 
of real people placed in dramatic situations with unpredictable outcomes. 
Other precursors include the staged pranks pioneered by Candid Camera, 
makeovers and charity games (Queen for a Day, Strike It Rich, Glamour 
Girl), celebrations of ordinary people in unusual or unusually contrived 
situations (It Could Happen to You, That’s Incredible, Real People), and the 
amateur talent contest first brought to television by Star Search. The land-
mark cinema verité series An American Family, which is often cited as the 
first reality TV program, also provides an important reference point, as 
does low-budget, nonprofessionally produced television, from the activist 
and amateur programming shown on cable access stations to the every-
day home video excerpted on America’s Funniest Home Videos.
 Daytime talk shows, the favored reality format of the late-1980s and 
early-1990s, anticipated the confessional ethos and cultivation of every-
day drama that permeates contemporary reality TV. Yet, it wasn’t until 
the premiere of The Real World on MTV in 1991 that we began to witness 
the emergence of many of the textual characteristics that would come to 
define the genre’s current form. By casting young adults in a manner in-
tended to ignite conflict and dramatic narrative development, placing the 
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cast in a house filled with cameras and microphones, and employing rapid 
editing techniques in an overall serial structure, the producers created a 
text that would prefigure programs such as Survivor and Big Brother. It 
could also be argued that The Real World trained a generation of young 
viewers in the language of reality TV.
 Today, reality TV encompasses a variety of specialized formats or sub-
genres, including most prominently the gamedoc (Survivor, Big Brother, 
The Apprentice, America’s Next Top Model, Project Runway), the dating 
program (Joe Millionaire, The Bachelor, next, Beauty and the Geek), the 
makeover program (What Not to Wear, Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, 
Extreme Makeover, The Swan), and the docusoap (The Real World, The 
Real Housewives of Orange County). Other subgenres include the ever-
popular talent contest (American Idol, Dancing with the Stars), popular 
court programs (Judge Judy, Court TV), reality sitcoms (The Simple Life, 
The Osbournes, Family Jewels), and celebrity variations that tap into many 
of the conventions for presenting “ordinary” people on television (Celeb-
rity Boxing, Celebrity Fit Club, Surreal Life).
 Since 2004, these subgenres have been joined by updated, high-profile 
versions of the charity program (Extreme Makeover Home Edition, Pimp 
My Ride, Three Wishes, Oprah’s Big Give), as well as by a whole array of 
lifestyle games that fuse the conventions of gaming with expert guidance 
in parenting, nutrition, domesticity, and other everyday activities (Wife 
Swap, Supernanny, The Biggest Loser, Honey We’re Killing the Kids). Every-
day investigation and micro surveillance have become an expected generic 
convention of many subgenres, as well narrative focus of reality investiga-
tions (To Catch a Thief, Room Raiders). And, we have seen emergence of 
spoof shows that satirize reality TV’s conventions, while simultaneously 
capitalizing on the genre’s voyeuristic tendencies and popular appeal (The 
Assistant, The Joe Schmo Show, My Big Fat Obnoxious Fiancé). The most 
sophisticated examples of this strand of faux reality programming fuse 
the boundaries of comedy, performance, and nonfiction in ways that po-
tentially disrupt the conventions of reality TV, as well as the conventions 
of gender and other identities.
 What ties together all the various formats of the reality TV genre is their 
professed abilities to more fully provide viewers an unmediated, voyeuristic, 
and yet often playful look into what might be called the “entertaining real.” 
This fixation with “authentic” personalities, situations, problems, and narra-
tives is considered to be reality TV’s primary distinction from fictional tele-
vision and also its primary selling point. However, viewers have certainly 
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been well trained in the ways of reality TV since its initial emergence and 
are therefore quite savvy and skeptical when it comes to how much is actu-
ally “real” in these programs. So, while the promise of the real is what might 
hook audiences from the outset, the ways in which authenticity is promised 
by producers and received or questioned by audiences is a complex inter-
play of a variety of factors, many of which are explored in this volume.
 Beyond increasingly sophisticated textual characteristics and the ap-
pearance of new subgenres, what differentiates today’s cultural moment is 
a heightened promotion of the “entertaining real” that cuts across prime 
time and daytime, network and cable programming. For a variety of com-
plex reasons that the authors examine, reality TV has moved from the 
fringes of television culture to its lucrative core as networks continue to 
adopt reality formats to recapture audiences and as cable channels for-
mulate their own versions of reality formats geared to niche audiences. 
Consequently, not since the quiz show craze of the 1950s have nonfiction 
entertainment programs so dominated the network prime-time schedule. 
Talk shows and game shows have historically been relegated to daytime 
or late-night hours, while networks have relied on dramas and sitcoms to 
secure their evening audience base.
 While cable stations were the first to begin airing reality programs dur-
ing prime time, the success of CBS’s Survivor eventually led the networks 
to follow suit. By early 2003, the staying power of the genre and the suc-
cess of hit shows like American Idol, The Bachelorette, and Joe Millionaire 
convinced networks to make long-term plans for reality TV and its ac-
companying business strategies. In a front-page story on the topic in the 
New York Times, president of CBS Television Leslie Moonves proclaimed, 
“The world as we knew it is over.”1 By January 2003, one-seventh of all 
ABC’s programming was reality-based. ABC executives, along with those 
from NBC, FOX, and CBS, promised to bring even more reality to their 
schedules in the coming season and cut back on scripted fictional drama 
series and sitcoms.2 A few months later, the first “reality movie,” The Real 
Cancun, was released in theaters, and by 2004, the round-the-clock reality 
network “Reality Central” began airing on cable systems throughout the 
United States; it was soon followed by the more successful FOX Reality 
Channel (which boasted over 35 million subscribers in early 2007).
 Even more noticeable perhaps than the movies and dedicated reality 
channels has been the fact that reality TV has become the go-to genre for 
cable and broadcast networks alike over the past few years. Far from the 
passing fad that some predicted it would be, reality television has changed 
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business practices and audience expectations to such an extent that it is 
difficult to imagine television without it. Motivated in large part by wit-
nessing these changes, we have commissioned new essays for this collec-
tion that address the reasons behind and the implications of reality TV’s 
considerable influence.

Is Reality Television Real?

Reality TV’s staying power renders an investigation of its relationship to 
truth and authenticity even more urgent. Many reality formats maintain 
noticeable connections to the documentary tradition. In particular, the 
use of handheld cameras and lack of narration found in many reality pro-
grams is reminiscent of observational documentaries and carries with it 
an implicit reference to the form’s original promise to provide direct ac-
cess to the experience of the observed subject. This has the effect of bol-
stering some of reality TV’s claims to “the real.”
 Scholarly discussions of documentaries have tended to turn on issues 
of ethics of representation and the responsibilities associated with truth 
telling and mediation. In New Documentary: A Critical Introduction, Stella 
Bruzzi points out that at the root of these discussions is a naive belief in a 
future in which “documentaries will be able to collapse reality and fiction” 
by “bypass[ing] its own representational tools” with the help of particular 
techniques such as those commonly associated with cinema verité.3

 The reception of reality TV programming evokes similar questions and 
concerns as critics (but not necessarily audiences) wring their hands over 
the impact that editing, reconstruction, producer mediation, and prefab 
settings have on the audience’s access to “the real.” However, despite such 
similarities in claims and critical concerns, reality TV also establishes new 
relationships between “reality” and its representation.
 Although reality TV whets our desire for the authentic, much of our 
engagement with such texts paradoxically hinges on our awareness that 
what we are watching is constructed and contains “fictional” elements. In 
a highly provocative and influential article in the Television and New Me-
dia special issue on Big Brother, which we have reprinted here, John Cor-
ner claims that the commingling of performance with naturalism is a de-
fining element of what he calls television’s “postdocumentary context.”4 In 
this contradictory cultural environment, critics like Corner contend that 
viewers, participants, and producers are less invested in absolute truth 
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and representational ethics and more interested in the space that exists 
between reality and fiction.
 This is borne out by a 2005 Associated Press/TV Guide poll, in which 
“participants indicated that they did not believe reality TV was real, but 
they also didn’t care that much.” In fact, 25 percent of those polled said that 
reality shows are totally made up, and 57 percent said that they show some 
truth but are mostly distorted. And only 30 percent said that it mattered 
to them that reality shows were really truthful.5 (Interestingly, the same 
poll indicates the public feels there is too much reality TV as well, which 
can help explain why reality producers are working so hard to reinvent the 
genre at every turn with spoofs, generic blends, and “do good” formats.)
 Reality TV promises its audience revelatory insight into the lives of 
others as it withholds and subverts full access to it. What results is an 
unstable text that encourages viewers to test out their own notions of 
the real, the ordinary, and the intimate against the representation before 
them. Far from being the mind-numbing, deceitful, and simplistic genre 
that some critics claim it to be, reality TV provides a multilayered viewing 
experience that hinges on culturally and politically complex notions of 
what is real and what is not. Moreover, reality TV enlists people in activi-
ties and practices (text messaging, accessing online material such as video 
clips, games, and self-help resources, and applying to be on shows) that 
challenge the primacy of the television program and further complicate 
text-based notions of meaning and truth. As several new essays commis-
sioned for this volume indicate, reality TV demands a new level of cul-
tural participation on the part of TV viewers. While the political implica-
tions of this interactivity are debatable, there is no doubt that the genre 
has pushed television culture—and television studies—in new directions.
 Central to what is “true” and “real” for reality TV is its connection to new 
forms of governing at a distance, including the private surveillance of “ordi-
nary” individuals. In an era in which a “total information awareness” of all 
U.S citizens has been made a top governmental priority, the recording and 
watching of others—and ourselves—has become a naturalized component 
of our everyday lives. Surveillance cameras are everywhere in the United 
States. In fact, the American Civil Liberties Union found in 1998 that, in 
New York City alone, 2,397 cameras (both privately and governmentally op-
erated) were fixed on public places such as parks, sidewalks, and stores.6 By 
2001, a company providing security services, CCS International, reported 
that the average New Yorker was recorded 73 to 75 times a day.7 Since the 
events of September 11, 2001, even more cameras have been installed.
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 Reality TV mitigates our resistance to such surveillance tactics. More 
and more programs rely on the willingness of “ordinary” people to live 
their lives in front of television cameras. We, as audience members, wit-
ness this openness to surveillance, normalize it, and, in turn, open our-
selves up to such a possibility. We are also encouraged to participate in 
self-surveillance. Part of what reality TV teaches us in the early years of 
the new millennium is that in order to be good citizens we must allow 
ourselves to be watched as we watch ourselves and those around us, and 
then modify our conduct and behavior accordingly. Our promised reward 
for our compliance within and support of such a panoptic vision of soci-
ety is protection from both outer and inner social threats.
 Surveillance is just one of the questionable promises of “public service” 
that reality TV makes. Reality TV is cheap, common and entertaining—
the antithesis of the public service tradition in broadcasting and a threat 
to the well-informed citizenry that it promises to cultivate, according to 
conventional wisdom. And yet, a closer look at reality TV forces us to re-
think the changing meanings of public service, democracy, and citizenship 
in the age of neoliberalism, deregulation, conglomeration, and technolog-
ical convergence. Reality TV’s growing preoccupation with formats that 
assess and test people’s capacities (and capacities for self-improvement) 
has emerged at a historical juncture marked by the dismantling of public 
welfare programs and an emphasis on private and personal initiative as an 
alternative to the state’s role in managing social needs and risks.
 The proliferation of charity-themed productions, as well as lifestyle 
programs in which experts offer real people and families on air guidance 
in the “correct” ways of parenting, nutrition, body management, house-
cleaning, marriage, and personal appearance, speaks to this sociopolitical 
context. For better or worse, reality TV enacts a highly visible new form 
of market-based social welfare, as commercial lifestyle experts, product 
sponsors, and TV networks pick up where the state, in its role of public 
service provider, has left off.8

The Commercialization of the Real

If reality TV raises cultural and ethical questions, it also points to the me-
dium’s changing industrial context. In the late 1980s, a shifting regulatory 
climate, network financial troubles, and labor unrest forced the televi-
sion industry to reconsider their current programming strategies. Finding 
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reality formats cheap to produce, easy to sell abroad, and not dependent 
on the hiring of unionized acting and writing talent, they began to de-
velop more programs like Unsolved Mysteries, Rescue 911, and America’s 
Most Wanted. In Europe, public television stations also embraced reality 
programming, mainly as a financial survival mechanism. Faced with de-
regulatory policies and heightened pressures to compete with commercial 
channels that aired popular (and often U.S.-produced) programs, public 
stations in the United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and other European 
countries developed the reality genre.
 The explosion of reality programming in the 1990s was also the prod-
uct of a changing industrial environment—both in the United States and 
abroad. Feeling threatened by new recording devices such as TIVO and 
Replay (which contained commercial-skipping features) and an ever-
increasing number of cable stations, U.S. television networks were open 
to the possibility of new production and financing models including the 
purchasing and selling of formats rather than completed programs, the 
expansion of merchandising techniques, an increased emphasis on audi-
ence interactivity, and the insertion of commercial messages within the 
program. (This last strategy isn’t entirely new, of course, but is a variation 
on the indirect sponsorship model used in the 1950s and revived within 
the deregulated policy milieu of the 1990s.)
 If reality TV is at the center of major shifts within the television indus-
try, its proliferation has also corresponded with the rapid development of 
new media technologies. Much of reality TV in the late 1980s and early 
1990s, such as Cops and America’s Funniest Home Videos, depended on 
the availability and portability of handheld video cameras. The most re-
cent wave of reality programs has relied on small microphones and hid-
den cameras to capture private moments such as those that occur on Big 
Brother and The Real World. Yet, the marketing and distribution of real-
ity TV has also developed in particular ways in its use of the Internet, 
streaming video, cell phone technology, radio, mobile digital video play-
ers, and digital television. Viewers are no longer limited to just viewing 
the completed text but can keep in touch with the show through SMS 
updates sent to their cell phones, can access live 24-hour footage on the 
website, and can call to cast their eviction votes.
 New technologies have also facilitated new advertising strategies that 
enable sponsors to cut through the clutter of traditional television ad-
vertising. In addition, reality TV is proving itself to be an ideal format 
for video-sharing sites such as YouTube and Revver as members share 
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memorable clips from the most recent episode of their favorite reality 
show or even produce reality shorts based on their own lives. In May 2007, 
VH1 made a move to more formally interlock reality TV and YouTube by 
producing a program, called Acceptable TV, that fuses the interactivity of 
the Internet with the formal strategies of television. Viewers submit their 
own amateur shorts on YouTube and those that become the most popular 
with other viewers are shown on the program, along with professionally 
produced shorts. The result is part reality gamedoc played out on the In-
ternet and part sketch comedy program.
 One of the most compelling aspects of reality TV is the extent to which 
its use of real people or nonactors contributes to the diversification of 
television culture. Survivor, for example, has made a point to use people 
from diverse age, racial, geographical, class, and sexual backgrounds. Re-
ality TV opens up new possibilities and limitations for representational 
politics, as the authors in this volume demonstrate.
 The 15 minutes of fame that is the principal material reward for par-
ticipating on the programs limits the selection of “real people” to those 
who make good copy for newspaper and magazine articles and desirable 
guests on synergistic talk shows and news specials. Indeed, many of the 
participants on Survivor and other successful reality programs have gone 
on to star in Hollywood films, host television programs like MTV’s Spring 
Break, and appear as contestants on new reality programs. While partici-
pation in reality TV doesn’t seem to lead to an acting career, it does seem 
to provide a continuation of the observed life, as former participant/play-
ers’ off-screen behavior is tracked by the media even after their show airs. 
The celebrification of “average” folk further complicates the contours of 
television fame and the way that its star personas have been constructed 
as existing in a space between the ordinary and the extraordinary.
 For some critics, reality TV’s commercial orientation has co-opted its 
democratic potential. The dream of “the people” participating directly 
in television culture can be traced to the alternative video movements 
of the 1960s and 1970s, which sought to collapse the hierarchy between 
producers and receivers and empower everyone to participate in elec-
tronic imagemaking. Influenced by the writings of Hans Enzenberger 
and Bertold Brecht, video pioneers sought to remake television as a 
democratic endeavor, bypassing one-way transmission for a participa-
tory model that allowed a full range of people to tell their stories and 
document their struggles “unfiltered” by the demands of convention, 
stereotyping, and commercial sponsorship.9
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 While this philosophy lives on in the alternative productions of Paper 
Tiger TV, Deep Dish, and Free Speech TV, it is now more commonly as-
sociated with the television industry itself, which emphasizes the dem-
ocratic potential of reality TV by promising unscripted programs filled 
with (and sometimes made by) “real” people from all walks of life.
 Reaching out to a generation raised with reality TV, shows such as Nick-
elodeon’s ME:TV, which airs videos made by its kid viewers, and TLC’s 
My Life as a Child, which gives kids cameras to document their lives, have 
become increasingly popular. Current TV, the cable network/website co-
founded by former Vice President Al Gore, allows viewers to “vote” on 
their favorite user-generated videos, which are then shown on television. 
Even advertisers have jumped on the trend, as the Gap uses “real” people 
to sell jeans and the Subway sandwich chain claims that a television com-
mercial was “shot by real teenagers.” User-created advertising also thrives 
on the web, providing much of the content of Current TV and other sites 
where viewers use low-tech equipment to re-create the aesthetics of Madi-
son Avenue in the hopes of breaking into the culture industries.
 Only complicating matters even more was the revelation in 2006 that 
the web’s own Sadie Benning–like Lonelygirl15, who had some of the most 
tracked and talked about first-person videos ever on YouTube,10 was actu-
ally an actress reading lines scripted for her by a professional screenwriter. 
Her private video diaries were not done via webcam but were actually 
shot by an aspiring Los Angeles filmmaker. The hoax reveals the compli-
cated nexus of factors that are at play in user-generated videos that seek 
to mimic the aesthetics of documentary and reality TV; the story of Lone-
lygirl15’s creation and reception intersects with our hopes and fears about 
amateur-created video in an age of reality TV.
 However opportunistic, the commercial embrace of popular “reality” 
programming does signal representational shifts and, with them, some 
opportunities that warrant special consideration. The reality boom has 
spawned an opportunity in which to wrest control of television images 
and discourses away from the culture industries. This space cannot be 
fully contained by producers, or can it? The authors in this book grapple 
with that question and ultimately demonstrate that “access” and “authen-
ticity” are tenuous and contingent, created in an ongoing cultural struggle 
between producers, participants, and television viewers.
 From historical precedents and political economic impetuses to aes-
thetic issues and representational politics, the essays assembled here pres-
ent a multilayered examination of reality TV in its various incarnations 
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and forms. In addition to situating the reality TV phenomenon within 
contexts that highlight its economic, cultural, generic, representational, 
and reception dimensions, the chapters in this book point to the need to 
update television scholarship. The theoretical assumptions and method-
ological principles on which we have come to depend are no longer suf-
ficient tools to analyze an increasingly complex televisual environment.
 As these chapters demonstrate, television has become more sophisticated 
not just in the presentation of reality programming that simultaneously 
claims authenticity yet rewards savvy viewers for recognizing constructed 
or fictional elements but in its reliance on interactive technologies, novel 
commercial strategies, and an intertextual environment in which “real” 
people slip and out of the roles of celebrities and vice versa. The global con-
text in which reality programs are produced and shared is changing, too. As 
media conglomerates become international entities and television formats 
are exchanged and revamped across national boundaries, we need to revise 
our political-economic frameworks and ways to understand how meaning 
can be both culturally specific and globally relevant.

Genre

The essays that make up part I of this book consider the question of genre 
from a variety of perspectives. In chapter 1, Anna McCarthy takes a his-
torical approach, tracing the roots of reality television to an affinity among 
liberal cultural reformers, cold war social scientists, and Candid Camera 
producer Alan Funt. If reality television is now dismissed as cheap and 
lowbrow, its “first wave” was championed by the prestigious Ford Founda-
tion, highbrow TV critics, and behaviorist researchers, who saw the rep-
resentation of “real life” in Funt’s work as both a respectable genre and a 
boon to liberal democracy. While reality television’s high cultural status 
has slipped, McCarthy shows that today’s programs bear the traces of the 
affinity between reality TV producers and social scientists set into motion 
during the medium’s early years.
 In one of the most frequently cited and most talked about essays on 
reality TV, John Corner places the most recent wave of reality television 
within the context of the functions and modes of nonfiction television and 
documentary. Originally published in Television and New Media in 2002, 
this essay raised the possibility that we might be moving toward a “post-
documentary” moment in our culture. As Corner notes in his afterword, 
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written especially for chapter 2 in this volume, his use of this term led 
many to mistakenly believe that he was claiming that the death of docu-
mentary was nigh. Yet, as Corner points out, he was working to name 
something far more complex, dynamic, and still in process in audiovisual 
culture.
 In chapter 3, Susan Murray compares the packaging of two genres, doc-
umentary and reality TV, and argues that their perceived differences are 
often based on aesthetic hierarchies, brand images, and audience expec-
tations, as much as on generic conventions. Taking the HBO documen-
tary series America Undercover and the cancelled FOX program American 
High, which later appeared on public television, as twin case studies, Mur-
ray grapples with the question of what, exactly, reality TV is and how it 
differs discursively from traditional notions of documentary. In this way, 
Murray’s essay demonstrates how cultural labels intersect with aesthetic 
hierarchies, “brand” images, and audience expectations and competencies 
as much as generic conventions.
 Nick Couldry’s essay, chapter 4, moves us away from specific ques-
tions of form and conventions and focuses instead on how reality TV 
reformulates documentary reality claims. In performing a ritual analysis 
of a particular subgenre, Couldry shows how British gamedocs like Big 
Brother, Castaway, and The Experiment work as technologies of surveil-
lance, reproducing power relations and enlisting viewers to participate in 
the mobilization of societal myths. Although Couldry claims that every 
gamedoc has its own specific myth or way of representing the world, all 
gamedocs reinforce the idea that “mediated reality is somehow ‘higher’ 
than, or more significant than, nonmediated reality.”
 Derek Kompare revisits the legacy of An American Family in the 
final essay of this section, chapter 5, comparing the documentary por-
trait of an upscale California family to The Osbournes. The creation 
and reception of both programs, he contends, hinges on their abilities 
to navigate the “normative” parameters of both genre and family. An 
American Family sought to capture “fly on the wall” reality but was 
criticized for mediating the truth by monitoring (and exploiting) the 
liberal, upper-class California Loud family. The Osbournes, in contrast, 
has been praised for reworking the fictions and conventions of the TV 
family sitcom. Tracing the shifting meanings of reality over three de-
cades, Kompare shows that these programs are simultaneously alike and 
unalike, to the extent that the “real” family is produced and understood 
within shifting codes and conventions.
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Industry

The essays in part II of this book look at the industrial and commercial 
contexts that spawned and spread the reality TV genre. In chapter 6, Chad 
Raphael explores the economic origins of reality TV by revisiting the spe-
cific factors—union battles, deregulation, increasing competition from 
cable stations, and financial scarcity—that led networks in the 1980s to air 
more nonfiction programs such as COPS and Unsolved Mysteries. Tracing 
such factors through the 1990s, Raphael disputes the myth that audience 
demands are responsible for the growth of reality TV and demonstrates 
just how central political-economic forces have been in its development.
 In chapter 7, Ted Magder picks up where Raphael leaves off, focusing 
on the wave of reality programs that first appeared in the summer of 2000 
and their effect on the television industry. Updating his original 2004 es-
say, Magder identifies three unique reality business strategies that have al-
tered the logic of TV production: the increased use of product placement, 
a strategy that aims to “brand” entertainment by inserting commercial 
messages within the television program; the expansion of merchandising 
tie-ins, such as the reality TV–inspired theme park attraction Fear Factor 
Live at Universal Studios Florida and Nestle’s American Idol candy bars; 
and the extension of the program outside the confines of the television set 
through the use of the World Wide Web, iPods, DVRs, and other digital 
technologies. Magder also underscores the importance of European pro-
gram suppliers who have provided the American market with many of 
the most successful multiplatform reality formats.
 In chapter 8, Alison Hearn looks more in depth at the promotional 
logic of reality TV by analyzing the metanarrative running through 
hoax reality shows such as Joe Schmo and My Big Fat Obnoxious Fiance, 
which feature unwitting participants in “fake” reality programs set up to 
humiliate them. While these programs provide rich and often troubling 
social lessons and models of cultural power, Hearn focuses on how they 
also work as stories about the production of television itself and there-
fore reveal the medium’s mode of production, commercial and promo-
tional functions, and mechanism for the making of celebrities in an age 
of reality TV.
 John McMurria in chapter 9 examines the global business of reality 
TV, tracing transnational majors behind its production and tracing the 
international flow of North American and European reality formats to 
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Asia, Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East. McMurria situates re-
ality TV as a product of first-world commodity capitalism and a “global 
modernity” in which wealthy countries leverage economic and cultural 
power. At the same time, he documents the local and regional specificities 
of reality TV, showing how stock competitions like Who Wants to Be a 
Millionaire failed in Japan because they clashed with that country’s values 
and how countries from China to Iraq have created their own deeply lo-
cal reality shows, and how these cultural productions sometimes openly 
protest global geopolitics.

Culture and Power

In part III, we examine the power dynamics of reality television program-
ming. Jon Kraszeweski’s essay, chapter 10, situates reality television as a site 
of ideological maneuvers that, because they are couched in the discourse 
of the “real,” can be difficult to discern. Focusing on the construction of 
racism in The Real World, Kraszewski contends that MTV’s embrace of 
racial diversity is mediated and contained by an ideology of “enlightened 
racism.” While the program invites racial controversy by casting politi-
cized African Americans as housemates, the attempts of these characters 
to force awareness of structural inequalities are managed through editing 
and narrative conventions that emphasize personal friendships and con-
fine the problem of racism to the ignorance of rural whites.
 Laurie Ouellette’s essay, chapter 11, analyzes reality TV as a technol-
ogy of citizenship that governs indirectly, in sync with neoliberal dis-
courses and policies. She argues that court programs like Judge Judy ex-
emplify this trend by taking lower-income women caught in the drama 
of everyday life as the raw material from which to train television view-
ers to function without direct state intervention, as self-disciplining and 
“self-enterprising” citizens. Linking reality TV to a neoliberal concep-
tion of public service, Ouellette argues that programs like Judge Judy do 
not subvert elusive democratic ideals as much as they construct tem-
plates for citizenship that complement the privatization of public life, 
the collapse of the welfare state, and the discourse of individual choice 
and personal responsibility. In that way, Judge Judy established a “gov-
ernmental” template for the numerous lifestyle interventions and make-
overs in which judges evaluate and attempt to correct real people’s ev-
eryday conduct and behavior.
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 In chapter 12, Heather Hendershot analyzes the labor politics of reality 
TV, extending the concern with the invisible production workers exam-
ined in part II to the celebrities and cultural intermediaries who perform 
on reality shows. From a “strategic” hot tub soak on a dating competi-
tion to the mental tasks performed on The Apprentice, reality TV partici-
pants are compelled to turn every dimension of their on-camera lives into 
labor. Paris Hilton and Nicole Ritchie of The Simple Life are important 
exceptions; as representatives of the celebrity leisure class, their job is to 
model the antithesis of a “belabored” work ethic. If The Simple Life reeks 
of static class privilege, talent-based programs like Project Runway exploit 
the “passion” associated with cultural and creative labor to reaffirm the 
myth of American meritocracy.
 In chapter 13, Jonathan Gray details other myths at work in American 
culture and found in reality TV: those of heterosexual romance, gender, and 
dating. In placing current reality dating shows within a history of televised 
dating, Gray is able not only to reveal common features of the format across 
historical moments but also to explore the unique meanings and functions 
of shows such as The Bachelor and Joe Millionaire. Finding these programs 
to contain a complex interplay of gender performance, fairy tale, unruly 
women, and camp vulgarity, Gray argues that many viewers read these pro-
grams as carnivaleseque, distancing themselves from the often repressive 
stereotypes of men, women, and romance that lie within.
 The articulations of gender in reality TV is also a focus for Heather 
Osborne-Thompson in chapter 14. In reviewing reality-hybrid shows, such 
as Fat Actress and Kathy Griffin: My Life on the D-list, Osborne-Thompson 
finds that these programs tap into a long-standing connections between 
female comedians and the humiliation that is often inherent in their on-
screen personae. After reviewing the complex history of female television 
comedians, Osborne-Thompson goes on to investigate the ways in which 
the generic hybridity of these recent texts works to further elucidate and 
complicate the relationship between gendered performance, humor, and 
the “real lives” of celebrities.

Interactivity

The essays assembled in part IV are united by a concern with reality TV’s 
promise of turning viewers into active and “interactive” participants. Al-
though written from different viewpoints, each essay takes the audience 
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as the starting point from which to assess the meanings and implications 
of reality television.
 In chapter 15, Amber Watts reminds us that interactivity is not a new 
thing for television, and neither are reality shows that focus on misery, 
pathos, or even humiliation. Watts details the history of postwar “audi-
ence participation shows” such as Queen for a Day, The Big Payoff, and 
Strike It Rich, which showcased struggling contestants who shared their 
hard-knock life stories in hopes of receiving consumer goods and services 
in exchange. Watts argues that the “lessons in self-reliance” that result 
from these shows serve to buttress particular social and political direc-
tives of the postwar period and played on anxieties about consumerism 
and financial security.
 Mark Andrejevic in chapter 16 challenges the notion that reality TV 
“democratizes” culture by inviting the masses into the historically guarded 
realm of cultural production. Focusing on reality TV’s confluence with 
on-air and off-air strategies of personal detection and surveillance, An-
drejevic argues that the current wave of interactivity has been fused to 
voyeuristic practices that complement neoliberal security regimes. Reality 
TV shows like Room Raiders, One Bad Trip, and Spying on Myself invite 
us to play voyeuristic games of mutual monitoring, enlisting a new gener-
ation of digital devices to bring “do-it-yourself ” policing techniques into 
our dating, parental, and other personal relationships. What Andrejevic 
calls the investigative subgenre of reality TV invites us to feel as if we are 
“savvy” and empowered individuals who are not duped by television or 
other powerful cultural institutions. At the same time, they bind us to 
new forms of surveillance and the governing rationalities they promote.
 In chapter 17, Henry Jenkins demonstrates how developments in inter-
activity and branding have developed hand in hand, taking American Idol 
as a case study. According to Jenkins, TV executives and brand marketers 
covet “loyal” viewers who are deeply invested in a particular TV program, 
in the hopes that they will not channel surf and will develop similarly 
intense relationships to sponsored products. American Idol encourages 
such loyalty by allowing viewers to become active as contestants and as 
judges, and by integrating the serialized pleasures of the talent show with 
the branded “culture” of Coca-Cola, Ford, and other sponsors. Viewers 
are promised a meaningful stake in the cultural production of American 
Idol and other reality TV programs, and for this reason they may tolerate 
product placements and other integrated marketing ploys. By the same 
token, when interactivity is curtailed by corporate control (as was the case 
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in the voting irregularities on American Idol), viewers may extend their 
frustrations to the corporate sponsors who comprise the “integrated” en-
tertainment brand.
 Together, the essays that follow enhance our understanding of reality 
television as a cultural form, an institutional and sociopolitical develop-
ment, a representational practice, and a source of meaning and pleasure. 
Using various approaches, the authors in this book come to terms with 
these developments, enhancing our understanding not just of reality TV 
but of the emergent television culture that it represents. In addition to 
helping students, scholars, and viewers understand the reality TV phe-
nomenon, we hope that the collection will stimulate further attention to 
the “remaking” of television culture that it has brought about.
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